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Overview
Opportunities
MSNBC is the #2 cable network in dayside, total day, and prime for the 2nd consecutive year. It is the only top 10 cable network to grow over 2019 and has topped CNN in total viewers for 34 straight months. The Rachel Maddow Show has beat CNN for 10 consecutive years among P2+ and 4 consecutive years among P25-54.
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Watch on:
“RT @HallieOnMSNBC: "We have to be strong": @RepCori on a push by some House Democrats to scale back some of the measures in a new voting re…”


“Democracy is in trouble. If you say we are seeing the worst attacks since the Civil War, then that answer to that… https://t.co/BSzqLpwQBR

Rep. Mo Brooks reportedly admitted he received warning about violence on Jan. 6, and wore body armor to the Trump r… https://t.co/9NGAiINSUZ

“RT @mitchellreports: Coming up today on #AMR: @KellyO @gabegutierrez @ZekeEmanuel @DrJeanneM @VaughnHillyard @JulianCastro @bellforjudge…

“We are witnessing the unraveling of the cover-up,” Laurence Tribe says. “This is serious, and it’s not going to en… https://t.co/SJviUyOCp1
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Thanks for getting all the way down here!
Any thoughts or questions?
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